
Weekly Update by Mark Armstrong
– 22 July 2022
Greetings from Tyler,

Just this morning the news announced that the Jan. 6 committee is going to pause
before starting up again in a month or two. This is the latest attempt to impeach
Trump for the third time. This time they want to charge him with a crime, and
make accomplices of all his supporters. It’s hard to understand the abject hatred
that must be involved, or maybe it’s fear. Nobody has been able to galvanize a
movement like he has. There’s a story out today about how the “inner circle” is
making plans that will deprive a great many government workers of their jobs,
should he regain the presidency. Maybe he doesn’t want people in the rank and
file to be working behind the scenes to sabotage everything he says and does
while they pretend to be run-of-the-mill employees. (Here’s hoping he fires them
all!)

I’d like to tell  you about a call  from yesterday. A man called to tell  me that
“Christians” read my letters, and don’t need to be drug through the political
equation. My reply was that the political equation is delving into areas of our
beliefs, and we’re not going to go along. Will the Beast and False Prophet not be
political (and maybe religious) figures? What about ten nations calling the shots
collectively? What “doctrines” are being jammed down society’s throat that deny
the existence of God? What about “climate change?” What about gender fluidity,
to repeat a made-up doctrine.

We’ve got to jump through hoops and feel guilty about our Divinely ordained
blessings because some international institution says so? We’ve got to support
“lifestyles” that are condemned throughout God’s Word because they’ll call us
haters if we don’t? Oh well. Sorry. It seems that suggesting man’s activities are
going to improve the weather is the height of folly. Suggesting that God is not the
Creator  and that  we (or  some PhD’s  of  some kind)  are  the highest  form of
intelligence in the universe is foolishness as far as we are concerned. Banishing
God’s blessings because they are damaging to some bogus theory is not what we
have in mind.
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It’s  downright  funny  that  the  same  individuals  who  are  pushing  the  global
warming “crisis” are trying to sell us on things we don’t want. Having never
tasted “meatless meat,” I’m no authority and hope never to be. It is interesting
that those who claim the planet is being destroyed by cow flatulence are heavily
invested in what they want us to eat. Thanks anyway.

But the guy who thinks he’s president is floating trial balloons about a global
warming emergency. If he (or Susan Rice or Obama) should declare a climate
emergency, all bets are off. According to a story published by Bloomberg, “White
House officials are still weighing a separate declaration that climate change is a
national emergency—a step that would unlock broad executive authority to propel
clean-energy construction, restrict oil  drilling and curb the transport of fossil
fuels.”

You don’t need me to tell you gas prices are already sky high. What else can be
done  to  punish  the  American  citizen?  Here  in  Texas  they’ve  assigned  some
percentage of the grid to windmills and solar panels. They’ve also been all over
the news asking people to reduce their energy usage during the hottest of days,
because the grid might  fail.  Maybe they should have thought  of  that  before
spending a fortune on all those windmills. Sometimes the wind doesn’t blow. It’s
probably Trump’s fault.

We’re navigating a maze of nonsense. It’s no hotter in Texas than when I was a
kid. The grid never failed, but then we weren’t dependent on the wind blowing
either. It does get hot in Texas, every Summer. That’s when they reliably freak
out over global warming. Maybe so-called “clean renewable energy” isn’t the
answer. For one thing it’s not clean. Where do you think windmills and solar
panels come from. Hint: they’re not made in America.

Western nations are in disarray as never before. Canada’s got a dictator, the UK
is adrift, Israel doesn’t know who the Prime Minister is, France has a political
quagmire, all of Europe is struggling with global warming nonsense. Italy’s Prime
Minister just resigned, and there’s no need to tell you about the United States.
It’s a mess, and an unnecessary one. Man is inferior to God, and better figure that
out right away.

Mark



Source: http://www.intercontinentalcog.org/fridayupdates.php
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